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Conclusion

➢ An RGB-T multi-modal crowd counting model is

proposed based on the transformer. Multi-head self-

attention is used to achieve the count-guided multi-

modal fusion. Multi-head cross-attention is adopted to

achieve the modal-guided count enhancement.

➢ A count-guided multi-modal fusion transformer is

proposed to solve the fusion problem. Under the

guidance of count global information, color and

thermal modalities are well combined and aligned.

➢ A multi-scale token transformer is proposed to solve

the large-scale variation problem. Three-scale token

sequences are parallel handled to achieve multi-scale

concept.

➢ The ablation experiments verify the effectiveness of

modules, multi-scale design, and count guidance.

The comparison experiments show the significant

improvement over existing RGB-T crowd counting

methods.
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Task

➢ Crowd counting can predict the distribution of

crowd and estimate the number of persons in

unconstraint scenes.

➢ RGB-Thermal (RGB-T) crowd counting has

attracted a lot of attentions because thermal

modality can recognize the persons in

insufficient light condition.

Fig 1: Main framework.

• count-guide multi-modal fusion

To solve multi-modal fusion problem, we introduce a

count guidance. Moreover, to perceive the large-

scale variation, we propose a multi-scale token

concept. Combining both, multi-modal features are

well fused towards a global objective.

• modal-guide count enhancement

Counting information is further enhanced from one

modality under the guidance of the other modality.

• regression head

It generates density map which is supervised by GT,

and meanwhile count is also supervised by GT.

Motivation

➢ Solve the challenge of multi-modal fusion

Existing methods fuse complementary multi-modal

features with no constraint. We use a transformer

structure to fuse two-modal information and design

a learnable count token to participant the two-

modal fusion. It makes the color and thermal

modality interact under the guidance of a common

count token.

➢ Solve the challenge of large-scale variation

Existing methods use dilated convolution to

enlarge the receptive fields. We propose multi-

scale token transformer to perceive persons with

different scales. The tokens are merged to form

token sequences with different lengths and then

fed into some parallel transformers. After the

enhancement of transformers, the receptive fields

of features will be diversified.

➢ Comparison

➢ Ablation

From ablation study, we find the effectiveness of

modules, count token and multi-scale token

transformer.

From comparison experiment, we find our method

achieves the state-of-the-art performance.

Method

Experiment
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